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Cornelia Hamilton
HOU month of lovely sunshine,
With the softest breezes blowing
Everywhere,
When the soft melodious note
From the singing wild bird's throat
Fills the air.
All the flowers now are blooming.
With a hundred different hues.,
Earth is gay;
Bees are humming in the air,
Gathering honey from the fair,
All the day.
And at eve the sun goes down.
And the little stars come out
With their light.
And the dew falls on the flowers.
Sweetly sleeping in their bowers,
All the night.
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The following is an original dramatization of the well-
known fairy-tale, "Snowdrop," by the Cunningham
Literary Society
:
ACT I
Scene I. Room in the palace. Nurse seated in large
chair; Snowdrop on footstool at her feet.
Snowdrop—Oh, tell me the story again, Nina, about
my mother and
—
Nurse—You, my baby. Many years ago your mother,
the beautiful queen, reigned over this palace, and all of
us were happy—except the queen herself. Your father,
the king, was often very, very busy, so to while the time
away she would sit and sew, making many beautiful
things with her needle. One day, as she sat sewing,
framed in the ebony of her window, gazing out upon the
snow-clad earth, she chanced to prick her finger and three
drops of blood fell upon the snow outside. Seeing the
striking beauty of the red against the white and the ebony
of her window, she wished aloud—
Snowdrop {clapping hands)—Oh, I know! "Oh, what
wouldn't I give to have a child as white as snow, as red as
blood, and black as ebony!" Go on, Nina.
Nurse—Yes, and soon her wish was granted. A little
daughter was born to her, with hair as black as ebony,
with lips as red as blood and skin as white as snow.
Snowdrop—And I am that child! with hair as black as
ebony, and skin as white as snow, and lips and cheeks as
red as blood! Go on, Nina.
Nurse—And soon after your mother died, the King
married again, and— {The Queen enters from right; walks
proudly to center of stage; pauses before the magic mirror.
Snowdrop is very frightened and- clings to Nina)
Queen—Mirror, mirror, hanging there,
Who in all the land's most fair?
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Mirror—You are fair, my lady queen,
But Snowdrop's fairer far, I ween.
Queen {turning angrily to Snowdrop)—You are fairer than
I? {Turns back toward mirror.) Why, what is the matter?
Always before you have spoken the truth—"You are most
fair, my lady Queen, none fairer in the land, I ween."
Snowdrop, come to me! {Looks at Snowdrop) And \'ou
are more beautiful.
Snowdrop—Am I more beautiful than you?
Queen—Yes, 'tis true and I— I will not have it! There
shall be in all the world none more beautiful than I. Nina,
take her away, out of my sight.
Nina {leading Snowdrop away)—Envy and jealousy are
like evil weeds that spring up and choke the heart. {Exeunt)
Queen—Without her no one can say that I am not the
fairest, even the Queen of Beauty of all the world. She
shall die! I will be unsurpassed! {Rings hell. Enter
servant)
Queen—Send to me the Huntsman I saw at the palace
gates but a moment ago. {Exit servant. Enter Hunts-
man)
Queen— I have a difficult mission for a faithful servant
to perform. Can I depend upon you?
Huntsman {kneeling)— I swear by all the stars
—
Queen— \ have an enemy, whose existence threatens
my peace. This enemy must be removed secretly and
speedily.
Huntsman—Any enemy to the Queen is an enemy to
the Queen's subjects. You may depend upon me for
loyalty and discretion.
Queen—This enemy is Snowdrop. Take her at once
into the forest and there kill her and bring me her lungs
and liver that I may know that she is dead.
Huntsman—I beg your majesty, reconsider
—
Queen—Huntsman, you have heard my command
—
Huntsman—But, your Majesty, I cannot kill the beauti-
ful Snowdrop. I dare not!
Queen—Dare you disobey me? You ha\e heard un-
orders; on your life you shall not refuse. Ah! you too
have said that she is beautiful, and again I say that you
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shall kill her. Go! (Points to door. Huntsman bows
and goes.)
Queen (turning to mirror)—Ah! soon your story will be
as before, "There is none fairer in all the land, I ween."
(Curtain.)
Scene II. A forest. Enter Snowdrop and Huntsman.
Snowdrop—May I sit down here just a minute on this
big rock? (Huntsman nods) I'm very tired. Oh, but
you must be tired too, for we've walked a long, long way.
Look, I'll make a nice seat for you here with my cloak
and you can sit by me and we shall talk. Will you?
Huntsman—No, we must hurry on.
Snowdrop—And must you not tell me where we are
going, or why? I fear it cannot be a happy errand, for
you look so sad.
Huntsman—Indeed, I am not merry.
Snowdrop—Oh, then I shall tell you a story, the most
beautiful story I knoAv.
Huntsman—No, no. Come let us
—
Snowdrop—But it is about a Queen, and she was beauti-
ful and good. I guess all good things are beautiful, though,
don't you?
Huntsmati—Yes, perhaps, but
—
Snoivdrop—But she wasn't happy. You see she wanted
a child with hair as black as ebony, and
—
Huntsman—Yes, I know, I know it all. She wanted
you. Oh, beautiful Princess, and now you are here and
the good Queen is dead. Ah! kind fates, protect this
child and help me to be a man. (Forgets Snowdrop for a
moment)
Snowdrop—Is something hurting you inside that you
look like that? Oh, I know what I'll do. I'll dip my
handkerchief in this stream and bathe your head. (Goes
over and dips handkerchief in stream)
Huntsman—But it must be. The Queen, curse her,
has said it, and I
—
Snowdrop (returns to him. Places hand on his arm)—Oh,
what makes you do like that? Something is wrong.
Tell me, oh. tell me what it is all about.
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Huntsman—Yes, I will tell you. Snowdrop, I am not
a man, I am a machine in the hands of a wicked woman.
Listen! this is the Queen's command: That I kill you and
bring to her your lungs and liver as proof that you are
dead. (Turning.) But 1
—
Snowdrop (falling on her knees and sobbing)—Oh! dear
Huntsman, spare my life! I will promise to fiy forth into
the woods and never come home again. Spare my life,
dear, dear Huntsman. (Sobs softly.)
Huntsman (suddenly turning to her)—Yes, I will do it!
1 will kill a wild boar and take to the Queen his lungs and
liver, and we both shall live.
Snowdrop—And I may live? Dear Huntsman, you are
a man.
Huntsman—Hush! we're all beasts. And I—why I
must leave you here in this wild wood alone. Ah that I
could— But good-bye! (Starts to go, but turns bark,
saying pityingly)—Poor little girl! (then leaves her.)
Snowdrop (frightened)—Oh! oh! I am so afraid! (Runs
hastily off stage)
(Curtain)
ACT H
Scene I. House of dwarfs. Table in center of room;
seven little plates, knives, forks, spoons, tumblers and
seven candles on table. Footstool at left; couch at back;
seven small chairs around table. Seven small caps hang-
ing in a row on the wall. (Enter Snowdrop in hood and
cape)
Snowdrop—Oh, this dear, dear little house! Whose is it?
Oh, I am so glad that I found it for I am so, so hungry
and thirsty. (Sees table with supper ready) Oh, I am so
hungry! I wonder if they'd care if I'd take just a little
bit. (Goes to table, looking anxiously back over shoulder
towards door. Sees seven chairs and points to them, count-
ing; counts seven chairs at table and seven caps on wall.
Tastes a little from each plate and glass; then sits down and
looks toward door) Well, I suppose I'll have to wait and
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lell these seven little people, whoever they may be, that
I've eaten their supper. I do hope they'll come soon, for
I'm so, so sleepy. {Leans head on arm and yawns) Oh!
1 wonder if these little people ever go to sleep. If they do
they must have some place to rest, and surely they wouldn't
mind if I would rest just a little while. {Gets up and looks
around room) I wish I were not so sleepy, but I am.
{Sees couch) Oh, the very thing, and I can see them when
they come home. {Goes to couch, sits down and then falls
asleep. Candles burn low)
{Enter dwarfs. Leader carries lantern. Others carry
shovel, axe and other implements. Leader enters first and
turns around, and bows to the rest.)
Leader—Oh, my brothers!
Dwarfs {As each comes in he bows to the others in turn)—
Oh, my brothers!
Leader {goes to table and sees supper eaten)—Who's been
sitting on my little chair?
Second Dwarf—Who's been eating my little loaf?
Third Dwarf—Who's been tasting my little porridge?
Fourth Dwarf—Who's been eating out of my little plate?
Fifth Dwarf—Who's been using my little fork?
Sixth Dwarf—Who's been cutting with my little knife?
Seventh Dwarf—Who's been drinking out of my little
tumbler?
Leader—Whoever it is we'll find him out. It might be
an enemy!
Dwarfs {Each bows in turn to next one)—Oh, my brothers!
(All look around and see Snowdrop)
Leader—Goodness, gracious! what a beautiful child!
(Dwarfs stand looking at her, then leader puts finger on lips)
Leader—Sh-h-h! {Each does same in turn and they tiptoe
away. Leader, anxious not to wake Snowdrop in tiptoeing
away, stumps toe on footstool. Grabs sore foot in his hand
and jumps around)
Leader—Oh, my brothers!
Dwarfs {all rush to him, each saying in turn)—Oh, my
brothers. {Meanwhile Snowdrop awakes very frightened)
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Snowdrop—Oh, where am I ? Who arc these Httle jjeople ?
Oh, I remember, and I have eaten all their su[)per. Oli,
what will they do to me?
Leader—Beautiful child, we will not harm you; will we,
my brothers?
Dwarfs {in turn)—No, my brother.
Leader—We will take good care of you, but first tell us
your name.
Snowdrop—My name is Snowdrop, if you please, but
please don't think badly of me for eating your supper. 1
was so very hungry.
Leader—Oh, we won't, will we, my brothers?
Dwarfs {in turn)— No, my brother.
Leader—But why did you come to our house?
Snowdrop—I will tell 3'ou all. My step-mother is very
beautiful, but proud and jealous. She hates me because
her magic mirror says I'm fairer than she. She made a
huntsman promise to bring me out into the wood and kill
me so that she might never see me again. He brought me
out into the woods, but I begged him so hard to let me live.
I promised that I would fly forth into the forest and never
return home if he would only let me live, so he did it. When
he left me I was so frightened I didn't know what to do.
All the trees and stones looked so strange. I ran, and ran,
without knowing where I was going. After a long time
I came to your little house. I was so tired, I just came in
to rest awhile.
Leader {sympathetically)—Poor child, you needn't be
frightened any longer; if you will only stay with us. Will
you stay and keep house for us—cook and make the beds,
do the washing, sew and knit? If you give satisfaction
and keep everything neat and clean you shall want for
nothing.
Snowdrop—Oh, you are so kind. Yes, I will gladly
do all you ask.
Dwarfs {all join hands and dance around Snowdrop,
singing)—We are the seven little men who live in the hills.
{Curtain)
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ACT III
Scene I. In the house of the dwarfs. Dwarfs and Snowdrop
around breakfast table talking.
Leader—And he thinks he'll find our gold mine.
Snowdrop {interested)—Who? Who is looking for your
gold mine, little dwarfs?
Leader—A prince has come into our country looking
for a gold mine, but he'll not find ours; will he, brothers?
Dwarfs {in turn)—No, my brother.
Snowdrop—A prince! Oh, a prince! Is he a handsome
young prince?
Leader—Yes—very handsome he is, isn't he, brothers?
{Divarfs nod.) And I have heard that he would like a
bride to take back to his country. 'Tis said the King is
old and will turn over the kingdom to the Prince provided
he gets a bride. He'd like to have our Snowdrop, wouldn't
he, brothers?
Snowdrop—Why, he has never heard of me. Why
would he like to have me?
Leader—Oh, yes he has. He has heard of the maid
who dwells with the seven little men of the hills. (Dwarfs
rise from table.)
Leader—You wouldn't leave us would you, Snowdrop?
Snowdrop—No, of course not. I will never leave you,
little men, while you need me.
Dwarfs {dance and sing)—She'll never leave us, tra-la-la.
She'll never leave us, tra-la-la. {They dance toward door.
Leader comes back)
Leader—Be sure, Snowdrop, not to let anyone in while
we are gone. Shall I tell her, brothers?
Dwarfs {together)—Yes, my brother.
Leader—The Queen has discovered that you are alive.
Snowdrop {much alarmed)—The Queen! Oh, don't leave
me today. I'm afraid of her. She may find me.
Leader—^She will never find you here, but it is best to
lock the door and let no one in. {They go. Snowdrop
clears off table. Sings to herself. Presently some one knocks)
Snowdrop—Who is there?
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Voice from outside—Apples, beautiful ap[)les for sale.
Come to the door and try one.
Snowdrop—Oh, but I can't let anyone in.
Voice—What cruel parents you must have to make you
stay alone and not let anyone in. Poor child, I am sorry
for you.
Snowdrop—Oh, no, you are mistaken. My father is
kind and good, but my step-mother is wicked and tried
to kill me. But the Huntsman let me go and I live with
seven little dwarfs. They did not tell me not to let anyone
in because they were cruel, but because they were afraid
my stepmother, the wicked Queen, would find me.
Voice—Surely, then, if they are good to you, they would
not care if you opened the door to talk to a poor old v/oman
who makes her living selling apples.
Snowdrop—No, perhaps they wouldn't care, but I told
them I wouldn't open the door.
Voice—Oh well, then, I will stay out here in the cold.
My bones ache. Do you think they w^ould care if I sat
down on the doorstep and rested my weary bones?
Snowdrop—No, sit down, poor old woman. (Aside)—
Poor woman, I am so sorry for her. I don't believe thev
would care if I let her come in to the fire. She must be
so cold. Poor woman, I know they wouldn't care. (To
old womaji)—Yes, I will let you in
—
you must be so cold.
(Queen enters, dressed as a peddlar, carrying tray of apples.
She drops wearily into chair. Snowdrop busies herself help-
ing her to he comfortable)
Snowdrop—Oh, what lovely apples! (Aside)—Poor old
lady, I'll help her by buying some from her. But Oh, I
haven't any money. (Takes bracelet from her arm and
offers it)—Take this. Maybe you can get something for
it. Are you warm now? Oh, I am so sorry for you—of
course the dwarfs won't care because I let you in.
Queen—You are so kind to a poor old woman. Here,
take one of these apples. It isn't much, but
—
Snowdrop—Oh no, I couldn't.
Queen—Oh, it is a very little thing. Take it, my dear.
It will do my poor old heart good to see you eat it.
(Snowdrop hesitates, then takes it)
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Queen {rises wearily)—Well, I must go on my way. You
see, my dear, it hasn't harmed you to be kind to a poor
old woman. (Queen goes out; passes to window and looks
in with wicked face while Snowdrop takes up apple)
Snowdrop— It never harms one to be kind. {Eats apple
and falls dead. Queen enters; picks up apple that Snowdrop
dropped.)
Queen {straightening up and throwing off shawl)—Now, who
is most fair in all the land! But I must away before the
dwarfs return. I will be unsurpassed! (Goes out.)
{Dwarfs enter and see Snowdrop.)
Leader—Snowdrop! Snowdrop! No lights, no supper!
Oh, she has fallen asleep. Let us make her more comfort-
able. Bring a light. {They lift her on couch and one brings
a candle) Oh, how still she is! Snowdrop! Snowdrop!
{Dwarfs all come around couch and look at her, then at each
other)
Leader—Our Snowdrop—dead! {Dwarfs all how heads)
{Curtain)
ACT IV
Scene L In palace of the Prince; day of wedding feast.
Scene opens with servant talking to Dwarfs.
Servant—But I tell you, you cannot see the Princess.
Leader of Dwarfs—The Princess would see us, I am sure,
if you would only tell her.
Servant—Ha, ha, ha! You have a good opinion of your-
self, my friend, but run along now. The Princess can't
be bothered—this is the night of her wedding feast.
Leader—Surely then she would want us to be present,
if she is the one we have heard she is.
Servant—But, my little man, why on earth would my
Princess want a poor little person like you around when
her grand friends are here?
Leader—Is your Princess' name Snowdrop?
Servant—Yes—Snowdrop. But where, pray, did you
hear her name?
Leader {turning to others and clapping hands)—Oh, ray
brothers, 'tis she, 'tis she!
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Servant (puzzled)—And who are you, pra>'?
Leader—Why, wc arc the seven little men who H\e in
the hills and dig in the mines for gold.
Servant {surprised)—Arc yon the seven little men the
Princess lived withr'
Leader—Yes, yes. Oh, my brothers, she has come to
life! Our dear Snowdrop is not dead after all. (All join
hands and dance around in glee)
Servant—Well, well, well, tell mc the whole story—how
was it that the Princess was poisoned and how did m\'
Prince find her?
Leader—Oh, you see. Snowdrop had lived with us a long
time and we loved her very dearly, because she was so
beautiful and kind. One day when we came home from
the mines we found her lying dead on the floor. We
searched everywhere for some signs of poisoning but could
find none. We tried to bring her back to life but we could
not. She was dead and remained dead. We did not want
to bury her for she lay as natural as ever—just as if she
were asleep.
Servant—Yes? yes?
Leader—So we placed her in a casket of transparent
glass,and put it on the mountain top, and one of us kept
watch day and night, didn't we, brothers?
Dwarfs (together)—Yes, yes, indeed, my brother.
Leader—But she never moved, and lay just as if she were
asleep, as beautiful and lovely as ever. One day a prince
—
Servant—My master!
Leader—Yes, a prince came by and, seeing our Snowdrop,
he immediately fell in love with her, and wanted to buy
the casket, and we told him we wouldn't sell it for all the
gold in the world.
Servant—But I thought
—
Leader—And then your Prince looked so sad and said,
"Then give it to me, for I cannot live without Snowdrop,"
and we consented to let him have the casket. But we
didn't know she was alive—we thought she was really
dead.
Servant—Yes, I see.
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Leader—But you must tell us how he brought her to life.
Servant—Well, when the Prince's men were carrying
the casket down the hill they stumbled over a stone and
jolted it so violently that the piece of poisonous apple
fell out of her mouth and she sat up alive and well.
Dwarfs {in unison)—Oh, my brothers, why didn't we
stand her on her head? {Enter Snowdrop on Prince's
arm. She sees the little dwarfs and speaks with delight)
Snowdrop—Oh, you dear little men, I am so glad to see
you!
Leader—Our Snowdrop—alive and well!
Snowdrop—How did you find me? Now my wedding
feast will be perfect. I have been longing to see you.
My husband, come and bless these little men for being
so kind to me.
Prince—For you kind deeds, little men, you shall never
want for anything. You shall come and live in a beauti-
ful little house near your Princess Snowdrop, and you
may come to see her every day and watch over her that
no harm may befall her. I give you this trust because
you are kind and faithful and love your Princess dearly
{Music is heard. Prince and Princess go to middle of stage
and receive guests as they arrive, bowing and smiling. Guests
gather in groups and talk together. Curtain parts and the
wicked Queen appears. As she sees Snowdrop a look of
hatred passes over her face. Snowdrop clutches Prince's
arm.)
Snowdrop—Oh, my Prince! there she is—the wicked
Queen who tried to take my life! {Queen starts back, but
is stopped.)
Prince {to servant)—Take her out, and make her dance
in red-hot shoes until she falls down dead—dead, I say!
{Servants take the wicked Queen out. Prince and Princess
cross to center of stage. Dwarfs join hands and dance around
them.)
Dwarfs {singing)—Oh, we are the seven little men who
live in the hills and we are so very happy!
{Curtain.)
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A IFUim^r (gift
Mabel Spratley
NE DAY in summer when over all the glade
The weight of summer brooded far and wide,
I strolled into a valley filled with shade,
And paused to rest me by a fountain's side.
A tiny floweret grew beside the stream,
A wee, small flower; its fragrance filled the air.
It held aloft its face to every gleam
Of sunlight shimmering through the branches fair.
"Oh, little blossom, dancing through thy days,
Thy little life hath not been spent in vain.
Thy fragrance stealing through the summer's haze
Hath made the joy of springtime come again."
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®l|f lElftiatton of tl|? "Mottt^a'
Madeline Warbnrton
w
'HEiN THE MOVING PICTURE SHOWS were
first begun they were not of the higher class of
the present day "Movies," and some shows
still keep to the lew standard. They show-
only the common love scenes, the w-estern cowboy scenes,
etc., all of which have approximately the same plot and
setting. There is no depth of meaning to them. They
are produced only for the money they bring in, and the
manufacturers are entirely unmindful of the effect they
may have on the minds and li\es of the people who sec
them. In other words they are "machine-made" pictures,
rather than the product of careful study and thought.
The only aim of the manufacturer seems to be to put out
something that is exciting, and will attract the masses of
people and bring in money to him. These are the pictures
that have the bad influences on young minds and lives.
Because of them some people condemn all mioving picture
shows.
The greatest danger of the moving pictures is that they
are often over-exciting and emotional and give young
people wrong ideas and conceptions of life. This danger
is being overcome to some extent, however. It is found
by investigation, and decided by experts what kinds of
pictures are harmful, and those pictures are censured and
not allowed to be shown. The manufacturers are even
required to destroy them. Indecent and over-exciting
poster advertising is likewise not allowed. Efforts are
not only being made to get rid of bad moral influence,
but people are also in\ estigating the physical defects of
the moving picture shows and are trying to better them.
The buildings are made more comfortable, more sanitary,
and safer in every w-ay. The lighting system in them is
being improved, and the bad effects of the pictures on the
eyes is being lessened to a great extent by more careful
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operation of the machine and by better reflecting surface
for the pictures. This does away with the streaky and
flickering appearance of the pictures.
Because of the many efforts made to better the moving
pictures, we have the satisfaction of seeing the day of the
common moving picture show passing away and a day of
good, wholesome, upHfting, educational, and religious
pictures taking its place. Moving picture production
is now beginning to be considered a fine art and many
men and women are giving the best that is in them to
promote it, not for their own good, but for the welfare
of the world. If we wish some diversion and wish to spend
an evening at the "movies," we no longer have to sit
and watch the common love scenes, wildwest scenes, etc.,
which we know only too well, but we are enabled to enter
a world of enlightenment and refinement where we may
see the world's best plays presented by the world's best
actors.
The people have grown tired of the common everyday
plays and demand something better—something more
original, something with greater depth of meaning, and
something worth while. Manufacturers realize this, and
realize that in order to get the best returns from their
films they must produce the very best plays. For this
reason they spare neither time, labor, nor money in mak-
ing films that are worth while. Historical and educational
plays are desired, and the moving picture show companies
travel hundreds and sometimes thousands of miles and
spend thousands of dollars to get the proper settings. At
present a film company is getting out a film of the "Passion
Play," which is estimated to cost them $100,000. Another
company has recently put out a film which cost them
$50,000.
The world's best plays are being put on the screen.
For a nickel or a dime we may see almost any of Shakesr
peare's plays, "Ivanhoe," "Vanity Fair," "David Copper-
field," "Tale of Two Cities," Dante's "Inferno," and other
classical plays and books too numerous to mention
—
plays
with settings which would be utterly impossible on any
stage. The great plays are not produced by amateurs
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but by the world's best actors, who receive special training
and practice in photo-play acting. Mme. Sarah Bern-
hardt has only recently played the role of Queen Elizabeth
for the films. James O'Neil, Mrs. Fiske, and Ethel
Barrymore are among other prominent actors who arc
giving their time and talent to the moving pictures. Child-
ren of actors and of great actresses who are instinctively
actors by inheritance are being brought up in the moving
picture studios and trained in the art of acting for the
cinematograph.
The moving pictures are truly called the wonder of the
twentieth century. They open up new worlds to us and
enable us to see many things which heretofore have been
hidden from us. They bring to our eyes things which
the majority of us could only imagine before or see through
the mind's eye from descriptions by others. Through the
workings of the microscope along with the cinematograph
we are enabled to see the organic actions and growth of
the most minute plants and animals. By the use of the
X-ray together with the cinematograph we may even
see the organic actions of the human body—the working
of the heart, or of the digestive organs. On the screen
we may now see a seed germinate and sprout; the plant
grow up, bear its fruit, die and decay. We may see and
become acquainted with various plants, and the life and
habits of wild animals in their natural homes—whether
they be in the heart of the jungles of Africa or among the
ice floes and snow-covered deserts of the artic regions.
From Captain Scott's expedition to the South Polar
regions a cinematograph brought back to us a true repre-
sentation of the sea covered with ice floes as the ship plowed
its way through ; the appearance of the icebergs and snow-
covered shore when the ship landed ; penguin and other
polar animals in their homes; a real penguin chase; and
various other scenes which teach us more of the true ap-
pearance of the polar regions than any geography could
possibly do.
Because of their great possibilities, moving pictures are
becoming a great factor in education and religion. All
up-to-date public schools in large cities have their own
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moving-picture machine. They are of inestimable value
in teaching history and geography. Battles, ancient
customs, modes of living, and the physical condition of
different countries are made much more vivid and vital
to the child when he can see them. Edison says that he
is going to make it possible to do away almost entircK-
with text-books in the schools and to teach various sub-
jects by the use of the moving pictures instead. Sunday
schools find the moving pictures of unusual value to them.
Those which can afford it have their own machines. Bible
history is made clearer and much more interesting to the
children and the important things make a deep impression
on their minds when they can see them. i\ll children
naturally love moving pictures and they delight to go to
Sunday school when they know they are going to see them.
It is no trouble to get the child to go to either day school
or Sunday school when there are "movies" there.
It has been said that the moving pictures have done for
the drama what printing did for literature. They have
brought that form of art into the daily lives of the masses
and have truly opened up a new world for the common
people. All persons, rich and poor, are now enabled to
see the great dramas, whereas formerly only the rich could
enjoy that privilege. The poorer people were debarred
from all plays except the very cheapest and poorest be-
cause of lack of means. But now all are put on the same
plane in the moving pictures; all may see the same play
and yet no one person pays more than another nor enjoys
more privileges than another.
As stated at the beginning, there are still many common
pictures shown. Some people attend them and seem en-
tirely unmindful of the fact that they can ha^•e better
ones if they only demand them. They seem to think that
the good pictures are intended only for some other place
and that it is impossible to get them in their shows. This
is a wrong idea; however; for here, as elsewhere, public
opinion holds full sway, and, if the people would onl\
come out and say by word and act that the>- want better
pictures, they would get them. When we attend the com-
mon pictures, the manager takes it for granted that com-
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mon pictures are what we want and continues to give them.
Whereas, if we refused to go and were to let the manager
know that we desired better and classic pictures, he would
soon give us the better ones. He would soon find out that
more people came than formerly, and that giving better
pictures paid him better, and be would keep it up.
There are many good pictures made and there are many
bad ones made, and it is the people's to choose which they
will have. As public opinion demanded some good pictures
and got some, so public opinion can demand all to be good
and get all.
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Olivia Compton
Characters: Mary, Sallie, Susie, Virginia, School '/jrls.
Librarian
.
{Mary, Sallie and Susie reading. Enter Virginia. All
of the girls stop reading.)
Virginia—Hi, Mary. Hello, Sallie. What you doing
Susie? {Sits on table by Mary.) That Ladies' Home
Journal is almost gone. I suppose it will soon be taken
out as a punishment to us for tearing it. As if six hundred
girls could read a magazine without tearing it some.
You've read too much, Mary. Cut it out. It will ruin
your complexion. {Closes Mary's magazine.)
Mary— I was reading such a splendid story and I want
to finish it tonight.
Sallie—I wouldn't stand for it, Mary. You all fight
it out. We need some excitement anywa\\
Mary— I will, if Virginia will. Come on and let us
see what we can do. {Attempts to push Virgijiia from the
table. A lively scuffle ensues. Virginia finally overcomes,
takes Mary around the waist and throws her around. All
sit down as if to read)
Virginia {jumping up)—I want some more exercise.
Come on, Mary, let's try it again.
Mary—I'm game. I need exercise, too. I studied too
hard last night trying to finish Pilgrim's Progress, and
then it was not even taken up in class. I haven't had
time to go out of the house today. Come on.
—
[Another
scuffle follows, in ivhich Virginia is again successful)
Virginia—You are pretty strong, though. I had almost
my match.
Mary—Gallant Virginia, to tell your foeman that she
is worthy of your steel.
Virginia—Have you had enough of it?
Mary—Yes, for this time. We will continue it in the
next issue. {Exit Virginia) That Virginia is a case in
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this world. Oh! how my heart is beating; I'm afraid I'll
have to go to the infirmary.
Susie—You are right about Virginia—she is a case and
as independent as a pig on ice.
Sallie—She's the cutest girl in school. Everybody likes
her.
Mary—How could they help it? With all of her inde-
pendence, she has a lovable disposition. (All return to
their reading. Enter Virginia again.)
Virginia—All quiet again? How are you feeling, Mary?
Mary—Fine. The exercise did me worlds of good. I've
forgotten all I ever knew about Pilgrim's Progress.
(Mary goes over and stands by the window. Virginia
goes to the other side of the room. Mary tries to raise the
window quietly and get a ball of snow off the window-sill ;
but Virginia hears her and turns.)
Virginia—I can get snow, too, if that is in the game.
(Virginia runs out. Mary grabs the snowball and follows.
After a few minutes Mary returns, takes her seat in front
of the door, and resumes her reading of the Ladies' Home
Journal. After a few moments, Virginia opens the door,
pours a glass of ivater on Mary's face and. head, and runs,
with Mary following. The other two girls leave separately.
Enter Librarian)
Librarian— I am glad we can have the reading room open
on Friday nights. It gives the girls such a nice quiet
place to read and rest after their hard week of studying.
(Closes blinds, turns off lights, and leaves)
(Curtain)
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A mtbnt^l^t J^afit at i>. N. ^.
Myrtle Harrison
ACT I
5'cewe /. Time 1 a. w., girls' room. An alarm clock
sounds. The four girls lying across the bed are aroused.
Mary—Grace, was that the alarm?
Grace {sleepily)— I don't know. See what time it is.
Alice—Yes, it's one o'clock. Let's wake the others.
May— I'll call them, while you find the "eats."
Mary—Watch out for Mrs. Slater!
May {listening at door)— I don't hear her. Keep quiet,
though! {Exit May)
Alice—Grace, where are the sandwiches?
Grace—In the closet. The pickles are there too. Don't
forget them.
Mary—Sh-h-h! You are making too much noise!
Grace—We are not making any. Here, Mary, you take
the bananas. {Enter three kimonoed figures.)
Susan—Is everything ready?
Alice—Everything but the girls. Why don't they hurry
up? {Enter three more)
Grace—^Sh-h! Be quiet. Is this all? Let me count.
{Enter May)
May—Virginia won't come. Says she's sick.
Alice—^Sick, nothing! What's the matter with her?
May—Loss of nerve, I think. She says she knows Mrs.
Slater will catch us.
Grace—She is afraid she won't get on the honor roll.
Alice—Pity about that, isn't it? I'm on too, up till
now. But you bet I'm not going to let a little thing like
that keep me from such fun as this. Nobody ever
knows you are on the honor roll anyhow, so what difference
does it make?
May—Where is Lelia? Here, take the candy!
Mary—Hush-h! Watch out for Mrs. Slater!
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Alice—Oh, she's in the home office. Come on—sh-h-h!
(Exit all.)
Scene II. Porch roof in front of building. Silently girls
steal in.
Grace—Sit in a circle, and we will put the things to eat
in the middle.
Mary— I just know Mrs. Slater is going to catch us.
May— I wish you'd hush, wet-blanket! She won't!
Alice—Here are the bananas. Take one, everybody,
Susan—No, silly; that's dessert. Pass the sandwiches.
Anna—Gee! this pickle is good. Hand me another one,
( Noise within.)
Ma>'—What's that?
Mary—It's Mrs. Slater! I'm gone!
Alice—Make for my room. Hurry! [Headlong flight.)
Scene III. Same room as Scene I. Girls rush in.
Grace—It wasn't Mrs. Slater at all. I'm going back.
Mary—Well, I shan't.
Alice—Oh, come on. We left everything, and somebody
will take it.
Anna—You can go if you want to, but I'm not.
May—Well, I'll go after the things. Who'll go with me!
Grace— I will.
Alice—I will, too.
May—Sh-h! You all keep quiet. You know Mrs.
Slater makes her round at two, and it's almost that now.
Scene IV. Porch roof. Girls steal silently across.
May—Keep quiet now. Grace, you watch the landing,
while we get the things.
Scene V. Same room. Enter girls.
Alice—Here is everything. We were sillies for running
anyway. We must have waked the girls in 70, and they
made the noise we heard.
Susan—Come on, let's eat and go home. I'm scared
to death.
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Mary—So am I. I know Mrs. Slater is p;oing to catch
us.
Grace—Well, she won't kill us anyway, so shut up.
May— I never ate such sandwiches in my life. I wish
we could have a feast every night.
Mary {looking out of window)—Girls, for goodness sake
look! Mrs. Slater is standing on the landing, looking
this way!
Alice—Let's go!
Susan—No, she'll catch us. Let's hide in here.
Grace—Wait. You four belong in here. Get in bed
and pretend to be asleep. The rest get in the closet and
keep quiet. {Wild scramble. Quiet for a few minutes)
Grace—Oh, I'm smothering. Alice, look out and see if
she is still there.
Alice—Yes, she's looking this way. Sh-h!
May—Oh, I'm nearly dead! I don't care if she does
catch us, I'm coming out!
Anna—Hush, and get back. She's coming. {Foot-
steps passing. Footsteps going hack up hall. Silence.)
May—She's gone! Let's run!
Alice—No. Wait a minute until she has time to get
down stairs. {Silence a minute)
May—Come on, now. Let's all go together. Hush
—
{Door opens)
Mrs. Slater—Anybody in this room that doesn't belong
here?
Susan—No'm, Mrs. Slater. We all belong in here.
Mrs. Slater—All! How many does that mean?
Susan {pretending to he losing herself in sleep)—Ma'm?
Did you speak to me? Good-night {sleepily).
Mrs. Slater {to herself)—I guess it's all right. They
seem sleepy enough. {Aloud)—Good-night. {Goes out and
closes door softly)
Girls—Now, isn't she the dearest thing! Let's hurry
home. I don't want her to catch me. Haven't we had
a peach of a time? Good-night, everybody. {Exeunt)
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Annie Mae Tyus
Characters: Polly, Sally, Nan, Mary, Eva, Kate; Miss
Patty Lawson, Matron; Mrs. Emerson, Assistant Matron;
Miss Wyatt, Housekeeper.
The scene is laid at "Briar Patch Seminary."
Easter Monday was the day set a part for the picnic
to be given by the Home Department at Sugar Grove,
about five miles from the school. This was such a kindness
on the part of the Home Department that it was considered,
by them, discourteous for any girl in school to refuse to go.
At breakfast that morning all of the girls were asked to
assemble in the Auditorium at 9 o'clock and march out to
Sugar Grove. Nine o'clock came and the bell sounded,
telling the girls that it was time to start for the picnic.
Great crowds made their way through the halls to the
Assembly Hall, but upstairs in "110" were Polly, Nan and
Eva, who had planned not to go to the picnic but to stay
at home and have some fun. They were at the window,
peeping through closed blinds very suspiciously at the
crowd of happy faces as they emerged from the house and
wondering when Miss Patty and Mrs. Emerson would go
and leave them free.
Sally (bursting into the rooni)—Oh! girls, I though every-
body was gone but me. I'm so glad you're here. Let's
have a lot of fun today, girls. As I was coming down the
hall I met Mary and she said everybody just had to go
to the picnic. She said Miss Patty was going in every
room in the building and driving the girls out and she is
going to lock all the doors.
Polly—I never heard of such a thing. I'm not going,
are you?
Girls (in a chorus)—No, we're not going.
Mary—Don't let's stay here until Miss Patty catches us.
Suppose we go to Mary's room. (They follow each other,
tripping very lightly down the hall and looking around for
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An fflnfittifiln?^ i^tortj
Juliette Mayo
Dramatis Personae: Elizabeth Gregory, Ruth Lewis,
Blanche Carter, room mutes and chums.
Time: 8:15 to 8:30 a. m.
Place: Boarding School.
Scene: A three-girl room. Elizabeth hurriedly sweeping
the floor, Ruth standing mumbling at the window.
Ruth—"Bessie Bell and Mary Gray
They wa"
—
Elizabeth—Ruth, aren't you going to do a thing this
morning that amounts to something? Here it is nearly
twenty minutes after eight and what have we accomplished?
Nothing, whatsoever. I've never had so much to do in
my life, and I'm positively obliged to change my dress
before I can go to chapel. I never treat you like this and
I do think you might help me. So there!
Ruth—"They wa twa bonnie lasses." Well, Liz, I
suppose I will put away my own things. Merely that
and nothing more. It's not my week to clean up and be-
sides I have to study for a test after I learn this ballad.
"They bigget a bower on yon brun brae."
Elizabeth—That won't do me any good. And I'd thank
you to remember that my name is Elizabeth Cunningham
Gregory, and stop calling me Liz! Here is the dress Blanche
wore last night on the only empty chair in the room, and
books and papers are on every square inch of the table.
I never have had so much to do—oh, look at that bureau!
I completely forgot it. Did any one ever have such un-
sympathetic room mates?
Ruth—My most esteemed friend, Miss Elizabeth Cun-
ningham Gregory, would it ease your troubled mind for
me to straighten the bureau? I've mastered the ballad.
Shall I say it for you?
Elizabeth—Please don't, if you have any mercy for me.
Don't say that ballad again. Any other assistance would
be gratefully received.
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Ruth—All right, honey. With three licks and a promise,
I'll make this bureau look—Oh! {snatching up a photograph)
isn't this the cutest man you ever saw? Such heavenly
eyes! Who is it, Elizabeth? Your "bestest" beau? I
think he is just too dear for anything. Why haven't I
noticed his picture before? Please tell m.e who he is.
Elizabeth {pleasantly)—I'm so glad you think he is at-
tractive. I quite agree with you. He is perfectly darling,
and I adore him immensely. Let's sit down on the bed
and I'll tell you all about him.
Ruth—I shall be charmed.
Elizabeth—It began last summicr while Aunt and I were
at Glendale, and
—
Ruth—Well, well! How romantic!
Elizabeth—And we began to care for each other from the
very first.
Ruth {poetically)—How sweet it must have been, the
summer, the sea, the moon, and two hearts that beat as one.
Elizabeth—It is so sweet of you to understand, and I
know you will sympathize when 1 tell 30U that Aunt
never approved of
—
Blanche {rushing in)—Has anyone seen my pen? I have
to take a test the first period.
Elizabeth—No, indeed! Where was I, Ruth?
Blanche—You seem to be here, and I'd advise you to
leave if you intend to go to chapel today. I got excused,
so I could study for a test, but the bell finished ringing
long ago.
Elizabeth—Ruth, please wait for me till I pitch these
shoes behind the wardrobe. You might be finding my
Latin. I'll have to straighten things up a little for I
don't have a vacant period when I can finish cleaning up
until after Mrs. Harris passes, and she's already left me
one note on the room this week.
Ruth—Oh, what's a note after a romance like that.
Here's your Latin. Come on. {Exit both.)
{Curtain.)
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A iithm0l|t 3tnBX
Sallie Johnson
Scene I. A schoolgirl's room. Frances, Evelyn, Ruth and
Margaret seated on beds and trunks. Looks of dis-
content on their faces.
Frances—I'm so tired of this monotonous old routine
of school life. The same old things happen every day
and five more weeks of it. Oh, dear!
Margaret—How can we stand it! But, I'm going to
Blue Ridge and I leave one week before school closes any-
way. It's a long time, though, and I do wish something
would happen. Something exciting!
Ruth—Yes, I do too. If somebody would only get
married or die or
—
Evelyn—Oh, how exciting! Dr. Jarman might give us
a holiday if someone would only do us the favor of dying
or getting married.
Margaret—Oh! A mock wedding! How about it, girls?
Frances—Oh, pshaw! They're cute, but not much fun.
How about a midnight feast?
Chorus—Good! Let's!
Evelyn—But, I haven't gotten a single note this term and
I did want to get on the honor roll once. We'll surely
get caught.
Margaret—What do we care—it will be a little excite-
ment anyway. We'll give Mrs. Slater one chase like
she'll remember. (Laughter.)
Frances—Now, whom shall we ask? Put "Crook" down
first of all. It wouldn't be a feast without her.
Margaret—Oh, put down Virginia and Patty and Mar\-.
and Carrie, and Bessie, and Alice, and Marion, and
—
Ruth—Don't forget Louise. You know she's been on
every midnight feast that has ever been at the Normal
School since the year one, and she's a trump.
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Frances—Margaret and I will ask the girls and collect
the money and you two can do the rest. We won't be
gone long. {Exit Frances and Margaret)
Ruth {calling after them)—Be sure to caution them to be
quiet about it. Tell them to meet here at twche o'clock,
tonight, promptly. We're going to the kindergarten.
Au revoir.
Scene II. Margaret's room again. Darkness prevails.
Whispers are heard constantly. Suddenly a noise is
heard as if someone has fallen. Giggles.
Crook—Nothing more has happened than a fall in gravi-
tation. I went to place my superfluous capacity on the
window seat and it tipped over. But you'd better hush
or soon Mrs. Harris will be dashing madly down the hall
and gaze in upon us.
Ruth—We're all here, I think. Let's see if we can make
a start. Here, two of you come with me and help carry
these baskets. We'll go first and get the "eats" down and
you all follow later. Be careful. {Exit. Silence for a few
moments. Then Frances pokes her head out of the door)
Frances—Everything is quiet. Come now and make
good use of your time. Hurry!
{Everyone starts doum the hall. All goes well until they
get to the corner. The rattling of keys is heard. They rush
back to Margaret's room, and crawl in the closet, under
beds and behind trunks. All is quiet for a feiv moments)
Frances—Let's start again. I believe Mrs. Slater is on
to us, but we mustn't leave the other girls waiting for so
long. Come on!
(A fresh start is made. This time they get to the second
floor; they see Mrs. Slater coming. Everyone scatters and
runs back to various rooms, Mrs. Slater behind them)
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Scene III. Margaret's room. All are in bed—asleepi?)
A voice is heard.
Voice—Are any of you the midnight raiders? ( No
answer. Voice repeats)
Frances {sleepily)—No'm, we're in bed. {Steps pass on
down the hall)
Margaret—Where do you suppose Ruth and the girls arc?
Frances— I bet they're still in the kindergarten waiting
for us. We must go down and tell them to come on up.
Margaret—All right; I'm willing. I haven't had nearly
enough excitement yet. Come on, all of you. {They
creep noiselessly down the hall and down the steps. When
they reach the kindergarten the door is locked. They call)
Voices from within—Please, for goodness sake, hurry
and get us out of here. We're scared pea green.
Evelyn—What shall we do? There's nothing that I
can see but to tell Mrs. Slater and get her to let you out.
Then she'll take our "eats" and all out time and money will
have gone for nothing.
Margaret—Oh,we are in for it this time and, Miss Frances,
the next time we want fun, I just dare you to even mention
midnight feasts!
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SPRING
Aldona McCalmont
April clouds bring sudden showers,
Bestowing life to budding flowers:
Birds in the treetops merrily sing
—
All nature awakes at the voice of Spring.
SPRING
Clara Ferguson
March with wind so wild and strong
Wakes the flowers that have slept so long,
Among green boughs birds sweetly sing.
To tell the awakening of the spring.
THE SPRING MONTHS
Emily Leigh Clark
MARCH
March, with wind so wild and strong,
Wakes the flowers with its song.
APRIL
April's rains will bring the flowers
And make bare branches leafy bowers.
MAY
Next we greet the month of May,
Flowers bloom and children play.
JUNE
School is out the first of June;
With care-free song the world's in tune.
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APRIL
Laura Anderson
April has come bringing her showers;
At April's wish spring forth the flowers.
APRIL
Mary Lewis
April is the month of showers,
It brings the buds to leafless bowers.
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^kBttifBS U
HOME
"Pulaski!" shouted the brakeman, at the end of the car,
as the train wound around a curve in the Alleghaney
mountains and steamed up through the busy little city,
nestled like a gem at the foot of Peak's Knob.
Climbing down from the steps of the train, I paused a
moment before crossing the track to board the waiting
Cripple Creek, and glanced in the distance at the purple
rhododendron-covered sides of Peak's Knob.
Oh! what joy it w^as to me after living for nine months
in the comparatively level plains of Prince Edward to once
again find myself in the midst of mountains which seemed
to me more towering and beautiful than even the Alps.
I was so engrossed in this wonderful scene that before I
knew it the train was pulling onward and I had only time
to mount the rear platform. But what of that? The
rear platform was where I wanted to be. For I could see
the sunset and dusk settle down on the peaceful farm-
houses that we passed. After it was so dark that I could
see no more I was still content to stay there and hear the
cry of the whip-poor-wills and the lull of the muddy waters
of New River as they lapped against the banks.
But at last the little brown-painted station-house of
Delton was reached and the thoughts of it so excited me
that I almost fell headlong down the steps over a portly
conductor who became very angry and mumbled a few-
words about politeness. Undaunted by this, I heartily
greeted the old driver and mounted the farm shay for a
three-mile ride to the place I had been looking forward
to going for the last nine months.
When the drive was over and the lights and voices of
the farmhouse beamed out upon me—well, words fail me
—
I can only say it was home! —L. C. H.
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A SKETCH
It was late in the afternoon of a May day when I sat
in my window and observed the various changes of the
calm and tranquil hour of the dying day. The sun was
dropping slowly into a bank of filmy clouds, and a blush
of crimson hue seemed cast over the world. How beauti-
ful was the mild twilight Soon dusk settled into darkness.
The swiftly flying clouds and the cry of the whip-poor-will
heralded the coming of a wonderful night. The stars
like wee forget-me-nots peeped down at the earth from
above. After a while the east began to kindle, and pres-
ently the full moon with all of its brightness and splendor
rose and touched the tall, stately pine trees with its soft
m_ellow light, and bathed the earth in its beams. The
night wind stirred, and its breath was laden with the
scent of dogwood, and every flower that was in bloom.
The birds struck the notes of their thrilling songs, and the
tops of the oaks and cottonwood were softly sighing at
the touch of the night breeze. It was May, and the earth
was in tune. Jesse P. Dugger.
A DRAMATIC MOMENT
Time: A lovely spring day (far too good to waste in a
stupid class room)
.
Place: A dull, uninteresting class room with floor three
feet below the level of the court-yard outside.
Girl: Just a wide-awake member of a bored class of
seniors in a time-worn institution of learning.
Other Characters: The above-mentioned class of seniors,
and a conscientious professor who conducted his classes
mainly in monologue fashion. The monologue on psychol-
ogy, biology, zoology and education in general, was waxing
too deep for ordinary brains, and unconcealed yawns w^ere
in evidence.
A light tap was heard on the door and forty seniors
sat up and took notice.
Sr. No. 1—Anything for a change!
Sr. No. 2—Lawsy, yes, I should say!
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Voice at the door—Professor, may I speak to you a
moment?
Professor {stepping into the hall)—Certainly, Miss M
—
Sr. No. 1 {in a loud whisper)—Wouldn't it be fun to
jump out of that window while he is gone?
Sr. No. 2 {suiting the action to the words)—So funny that
I'm going to try it. Come on!
Sr. No. 1—But that window sill is so high! and he may
come back any minute.
Sr. No. 2—Never mind that. {And she stealthily slid
past five girls and bounded silently to the window.
A hush fell over the room as with bated breath forty
spectators awaited the outcome. Suppose the professor
should re-enter the room at this juncture. What would
be the consequence for the truant? With one leap, she
landed on the sill and stepped to the ground, amid wild
bursts of laughter from the other girls, each of whom wished
herself in "Crook's" place.
The professor returning from the interview at the door
was just too late to see a pair of time-worn tan shoes
hastily disappearing up the steps. M. J. B.
AT A S. N. S. DINNER TABLE
(From the time the dinner bell rings until grace is asked.)
Scene is laid in the Normal School Dining Room.
Characters: Edith, Ruth, Susie, Mary, Harriet, Lucy,
Ada, Frances, Dr. Jarman.
Edith—Goodness! the pitcher of water is at my side
again today and I have poured the water for the last
week. I am going to move it over on Susie's side before
she comes in.
Ada
—
Just look at this dinner. I knew when we had
the picnic Easter we would just about starve until June,
to make up for what we had then.
Mary—I thought so too. Look coming in the door!
Someone is bringing her father into dinner.
Frances—I wish my father were down here. I would
give anything to see him,
Ruth—I had a letter from father yesterday, and he said
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he was coming down to commencement and bring mother
with him. I want all of you girls to meet them.
Lucy—Look at Lottie coming in the door. Isn't that
dress she has on swell looking. When I get home I am
going to have one just like it.
Frances—Mother sent me a new white dress the other
day and it is perfectly beautiful. I want you all to come
up to my room and see it after dinner.
Edith—Won't you please lend it to me some time to
wear down to the parlor when John comes to see me?
I think he is coming Friday night.
Frances—You are perfectly welcome to wear it if it will
fit you.
Edith—Oh, thank you! I am coming right up there to
see if it will fit me.
Harriet {coming in at that minute)—Did you see that
car-load of Hampden-Sidney boys come in a while ago.
Gee! some of them were good looking.
Frances—There is going to be a dance tonight and I
bet that is why so many boys are in town.
Ruth—Edna told me she was going tonight. I am
going to stay at the rotunda and see who she goes with.
Mary—Stop eating that pickle, Susie. Don't you
know it will give you indigestion to eat it before grace is
asked.
Susie—No, it won't for I have tried it before.
Harriet—^There comes Dr. Jarman. I wonder what
is going to happen.
Mary—He would not come in here unless he were going
to make an announcement. I bet it is about that Grand
Opera that is coming here tonight.
Dr. Jarman—On account of the good marching out of
chapel today I have decided to give you a half holiday.
There will be no lessons this afternoon. (Excited applause
as Dr. Jarman leaves, holding his ears to shut out the noise)
—Blanche Ellett.
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We are going to discuss editorials in our exchanges for
this month. The students as a whole do not take much
interest in this department, and we cannot blame them
when we consider some of the subjects that are written
about. This is not true of the majority of the editorials,
however. Most of them are about things that concern
us all, besides being well expressed. Let us all read them
and thus inspire the editors to do even better work!
All of the students whose schools were represented at
the Kansas City Y. W. C. A. Convention must have heard
of John R. Mott. If we have not heard of him before
we should be interested in hearing now about the man
whom our President says is "the greatest man alive today."
In the April number of the Southwestern University Maga-
zine there is an editorial on the "Call to Service" that takes
him as an example of one who answers the call.
It also refers us to an article in Harper's Weekly for
March 21, which the editor considers "illuminating"
and which is indeed well worth reading. If we took a
little of the time most of us spend in reading about fictitious
characters and used it in reading about real, live people
who are worth knowing we would probably find it more
profitable and inspiring.
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But we must return to our editorial. The editor points
out to us that, though all of us can not become leaders
like the great man of whom we have been speaking, we
can at least all serve in some way, according to our ability.
"In unselfish service," he says, "we bring happiness to our
lives, and it is our one great eternal possession." That
is indeed a beautiful way of obtaining that great gift we all
desire.
The other editorial in this magazine tells of the trouble
caused by thoughtlessness and inconsideration in the use
of library books, magazines, and newspapers. If we
realized the trouble we give the librarians and our fellow
students by carelessly misplacing a book we would surely
he more thoughtful about this matter.
The editorial in the Missile of last month is just the kind
we like to see. It deals with topics of vital interest to
your student body and gives us a real glimpse of the school.
We hope that your earnest appeal for a new high school
will be granted for a fine building is always inspiring. A
school house built in 1837 couldn't possibly have all the
modern conveniences necessary in 1914. Most of our
cities are proud to point out their high schools as evidences
of progress so you don't want to be ashamed of yours.
We are glad to know you have the honor system in your
school. This indicates a great stride forward in the de-
velopment of school life as a whole. High enough praise
cannot be given to its value ; and we agree with your editor
in what he has said about this system.
We wish to welcome the Columns into our new exchanges.
Your paper is too short for such a large school but of course
we must take into consideration that it is very young as
yet and will have plenty of time to grow. The editorial
shows that your students are very busy people so we feel
confident that this growth will come.
Original stories would add much to your magazine and
would make it of more interest to outsiders.
The Chronicle evidently has a different ideal of what
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an editorial should be from ours. We think it should
voice the opinion of the whole school in regard to certain
topics of interest in school; but you seem to think this the
proper department in which to put essays on telegraph
and telephone lines and the preservation of forests in your
state. These are interesting subjects but this really
isn't the right place for them.
The theme of the first part of the editorial is well chosen
and should be of interest to all. It tells briefly of the
Southern College Press Association and extends invitations
for all to become members. It would be so much better
if you would tell us more of what is going on in your school
and we could then feel in really close touch with you.
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In a recent Y. W. C. A. meeting it was stated that a
school-girl had three great debts—the debt to her parents,
the debt to her school, and the debt to the world. But
there is still another and greater debt—the debt to herself.
And in thinking of this it seems to be the most important
of all, for in fulfilling the debt to herself all the others may
be included in and made one with this greatest debt.
Our attention has been called particularly to one phase
of this debt to herself—the burying of a possible literary
talent and never bringing it to Hght. Perhaps some of
us have tried once and failed, or possibly twice and failed,
to bring this talent into use, but it is only through many
trials and a great deal of determination that success is
reached and the talent discovered. The Focus calls for
these attempts of ours—it needs them, and we owe it to
our magazine to bring out whatever is in us that will help
it to grow and become more representative of our whole
school. There are some who have responded willingly
and readily to this call; there are some who write because
they are compelled to do so by the English teachers,
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spurred on to do their best, however, by the hope of their
story or essay or poem going in The Focus; and there are
some who don't write at all. It is these of us who have
buried our talents and have not fulfilled the debt to our-
selves. But we wish to thank those who have seen their
opportunities and made use of them, and in doing so have
not only helped our magazine, but also increased their
own abilities. Is this not worth the attempt? Even if
the first is a failure, and the second is a failure, the third
may be a success. After all, the old saying, "If at first
you don't succeed, try, try again," may prove a very good
motto.
THE DRAMATIC CLUB
Everyone, whether he knows it or not, has a dramatic
instinct. It is an instinct that is inborn in every human
being, but in some it has become more pronounced because
of the better development. In some people this tendency
has been suppressed, or probably never developed, but
the instinct is there nevertheless. We may see the truth
of this if we will only give it a little thought. In the calm,
regular, everyday routine one may not recognize this
dramatic tendency, because it is suppressed and checked
by our will-power, but at times of great excitement,
grief or great joy can be very easily seen, as one has not
such great control over one's instincts at these times. We
must express these deeper feelings in a dramatic way.
As we know, for every impression there must be expression,
and it is instinctive for us to make this expression dramatic.
Great students of human nature have recognized this
great, common tendency and have written, plays, and in
dramatizing them the actors put into them that real ex-
pression that in everyday life is subdued and suppressed.
A play, to be appreciated, has to be acted, not read. It
is in the acting that the real feeling is brought out. We
can study Shakespeare's plays but we cannot get out of
them all that he put in until we have seen them played.
Many play writers will not allow their plays to be published,
because they realize that their full force can only be felt
through the action.
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Our school, and every school that has seen the importance
of this dramatic tendency, has organized a Dramatic
Club. It has for its purpose the broadening of the out-
look on life and the interpretation of the deeper emotions
through action to the masses. A dramatic club, to fulfill
its highest purpose, should give only the best plays, because,
though we may not realize it, they have a tremendous
influence on the people and it is unnecessary to say that
this influence should be for the best. Our Dramatic
Club has kept up to its high standard this year and has
presented two good plays, and in them they showed that
they had realized the importance of giving only the best.
They were very successful in this, judging from public
opinion, and we are very proud of the work they have done,
and we hope that they will continue to be as successful
as they have been in the past.
PROMPTNESS
Promptness is a lesson which nearly every girl here yet
has to learn. We are late for breakfast, late for chapel,
late for classes, late for dinner and supper, late for Literary
Society, and other meetings, and late for every play or
entertainment that is held in the auditorium. It seems
a natural tendency for every girl to say, "Oh, we don't
have to go yet. No one is there and we'll just have to
wait," regardless of the fact that others are already there
waiting. For there are a few girls who do make an effort
to be prompt and always are. It makes no difference what
we are going to, whether it is breakfast, chapel, society
meeting or an entertainment it is only justice to those who
are on time for us also to be on time. It is not right to
keep others waiting.
We straggle along to breakfast, one or two at a time,
and out of kindness the doors are kept open a few more
minutes for us who are so nearly there. We know this
and just take our own time as long as there is someone
else on the halls. We would think it awful if the door were
closed when we are in sight, but if it were closed exactly
on time regardless of the girls who are in sight, those girls
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would be more than apt to be there promptly next time.
If the chapel doors were closed at the end of the time allowed
us to get there, and if all those girls who were shut out were
to receive "notes," I guarantee they would be "on time"
after that. Tardiness in class is not so prevalent because
we are required to give in a good excuse every time we are
late and that makes us more careful. If the Literary
Society meetings were begun at the appointed time and
then the constitution enforced and the members fined for
being late they would surely endeavor to be more prompt
afterwards. If plays and other entertainments were to
begin at the appointed tim.e, regardless of the fact that
there are only a few present those who massed part of it
would see that they missed none the next time. Girls
say the reason they never go to the auditorium at the ap-
pointed time is because they know the play or whatever
it may be, will not begin promptly and they will have to
wait down there so long. Those in charge of the play,
etc., give as their reason for not beginning promptly the
fact that comparatively no one is there on time and they
must wait for the crowd. Now which is right? Both.
For, if the play were begun prom.ptly, the girls would go
promptly; and if the girls were to go promptly, the play
would begin prom.ptly. Both are to blame.
It may happen sometimes that soniething is not in place
for the play and those in charge are compelled to wait
a little longer. But in the majority of cases this is due
to impromptness and negligence; for everything is put ofT
till the last minute and then it is difficult to think of all
the things needed. But if it is impossible to get things in
place before a certain hour, those in charge should take
this into consideration and appoint such an hour as will
give them ample time to get everything ready.
Since promptness is such a desirable characteristic;
since we are so prone to "put off;" and since force is about
the only thing that will make us prompt, we should be
glad and consider it a kindness to be dealt with more strictly
and forcefullv.
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On Wednesday night, April 29, the Juniors entertained
a large and appreciative audience with the famous "Mrs.
Jarley's Wax-works." The spectators were kept in a roar
of merriment from the time "The Siamese Twins" were
brought forth with their locks streaming to the breeze, to
the final parade of the "favorite dolls." Many famous
characters, historical, mythological and fictional, were
ably presented, such as "The Boy who Stood on the
Burning Deck," "Madame Melba," "Father Time," "Joan
of Arc," "Nero," "John Alden and Priscilla," and others,
whom Mrs. Jarley introduced with charming and en-
lightening speeches. In spite of the difficulties attending
on the operation of wax-works who won't stay wound up,
Mrs. Jarley gave a very impressive and instructive enter-
tainment, and no one who saw her famous wax-works
will hesitate to commend her as an unusual lecturer, or
to thank the Junior class and all who aided them for the
amusement they furnished on that memorable night.
The profits will go to the Normal League.
An interesting and varied program was given in the
auditorium, on Friday, May 8, under the auspices of the
Prince Edward Chapter of the Normal League. The
program, which was arranged by Miss Frances Allan,
consisted of solos, with flute and violin obligatos, character
songs, dramatic readings, and duets.
On Saturday night. May 9, the Hampden-Sidney
Dramatic, Glee and Mandolin Clubs gave a minstrel in
the auditorium. It was well attended and everyone en-
joyed it thoroughly.
The Dramatic Club starred again on Friday night,
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April 25, in presenting "She Stoops to Conquer," by Oliver
Goldsmith. Laughter swayed the audience through the
entire performance, and it is Miss Wheeler, as well as the
members of the club, that we have to thank for the pleas-
ant evening.
The following oflficers were elected for the Annual for
1914-1915: Beulah Scott, Editor-in-Chief; Emma Jesser,
Business Manager; Mary A. Bell, Art Editor.
The Junior Class elected the following girls to serve on
the Senior Committee of the Student Government next
year: Sallie Johnson, Louise Harvey, Mary Rumbough,
Sallie Perkins, Martha Lee, Gertrude Welker, Nancy
Ritsch, Christine Mackan.
BALLAD CLUB
Two versions of "Lady Isabel and the Elf Knight"
(Child, No. 4) have been reported to the Ballad Club.
The first is entitled "Pretty Gold Lee," and was printed in
fragmentary form last month. It was secured by Miss
May Blankenship, of Campbell County, from the singing of
her cousin. The second is a fragmentary version, remem-
bered by Miss Mary E. Peck, of Farmville, from the sing-
ing of her father when she was a child. It is entitled.
"The Six King's Daughters," or "The Seventh King's
Daughter," or "Pretty Polly."
PRETTY GOLD LEE
"Go bring me some of your father's gold,
And some of your mother's fee.
And two of the prettiest nags in the stall,
Wherein stands thirty and three, three, three.
Wherein stands thirty and three."
He mounted upon his milk-white horse,
And she the dapple gray,
And they safely arrived at the salt sea side,
And 'twas three hours till day, day, day.
And 'twas three hours till dav.
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"Light off, light off with the dapple gray,
And deliver it unto me;
For six king's daughters have I drowned here,
And now the seventh shall be thee, thee, thee,
And now the seventh shall be thee."
He turned his back and looked around,
The green leaves for to see,
She picked him up in her arms so strong,
And threw him in the sand salt sea, sea, sea,
And threw him in the sand salt sea.
"Reach forth, reach forth your lily white hand.
And help me from the sea.
And I'll take you away to some foreign land,
And there I'll marry thee, thee, thee,
And there I'll marry thee."
"Lie there, lie there, you false-hearted man.
Lie there instead of me,
For six pretty ladies you drowned here.
And the seventh shall now drown thee, thee, thee,
And the seventh shall now drown thee."
She mounted upon the milk white horse,
Leading the dapple gray.
She safely arrived at her father's house.
And 'twas two hours till day, day, day.
And 'twas two hours till day.
And there bespoke the pretty parrot,
Where in his cage he stay,
"Where have you been, my pretty Gold Lee,"
And 'twas one hour till day, day, day.
And 'twas one hour till day.
"Oh hush, oh hush, my pretty parrot.
And don't tell tales on me.
Your cage shall be made of yellow gold,
And the doors of ivory, ry, ry,
And the doors of ivory."
And then bespoke the king so high,
Where in his chamber he lay,
"Oh, what is the matter with my pretty parrot
So long before 'tis day, day, day.
So long before 'tis day."
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"The cat is coming to my cage
To carrj' me away.
And I am calling my pretty Gold Lee,
To drive the cat away, way, way.
Go drive the cat away."
THE SIX KING'S DAUGHTERS
("Or the Seventh King's Daughter" or "Pretty Polly.")
"Go gather up your mother's gold,
Likewise your father's fee,
For I have drowned six king's daughters
And you the seventh shall be, shall be,
And you the seventh shall be."
He mounted on his iron gray,
And she the dappled bay,
And off they rode to the broad seaside.
Three hours before 'twas day, day, day.
Three hours before 'twas day.
"Go turn your back to the salt water sea.
Your face to the limbs of the tree;
She picked him up so manfully
And plunged him into the sea, sea, sea,
And plunged him into the sea.
"Lie there, lie there, you false-hearted wretch,
Lie there instead of me,
For it never was intended for me
To float upon the salt-water sea, sea, sea,
To float on the salt-water sea."
She mounted upon the iron gray.
And led the dappled bay,
And away she went to her own home again,
One hour before 'twas day, day, day.
One hour before 'twas day.
"Polly, Polly, my pretty Polly,
Pray tell no tales on me,
Your cage shall be made of the finest beaten gold.
And hung upon the weeping willow tree, tree, tree.
And hung on the weeping willow tree."
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A new variant of "Lord Lovell" (Child No. 75) comes
from Nottoway County. Miss EUie Hammock received
it from her sister, Miss Ocieneal Hammock, who took it
down from the singing of a Mrs. Dickson.
"Where are you going, Lord Lovell," she said,
"Where are you going?" said she.
"I'm going to leave old England,
Strange countries for to see, see, see,
Strange countries for to see."
"When will you be back. Lord Lovell," she said,
"When will you be back?" said she.
"In a year and a half or two or three.
Then, love, I'll return to thee, thee, thee.
Then, love, I'll return to thee."
Lord Lovell had not been gone more than a year,
Strange countries for to see.
When an angry thought came in his mind,
Lady Annie he must go and see, see, see.
Lady Annie he must go and see.
He rode and he rode on his milk-white steed,
Till he came to London town,
And there he heard St. Rebecca Church bells,
And the people all gathered around, 'round, 'round,
And the people all gathered around.
"Who is dead, who is dead?" Lord Lovell said,
"Who is dead, who's dead?" said he.
"The king's daughter, Lady Annie, the Bell,
Some call her Lady Nancy, Nancy, Nancy,
Some call her Lady Nancy."
He ordered the grave to be opened wide,
The shroud to be drawn down.
And there he kissed her clay-cold lips.
Till the tears came trinkling down, down, down,
Till the tears came trinkling down.
Lady Annie, she died as it might be today,
Lord Lovell he died on tomorrow,
And one of them died of pure true love,
And the other one died of sorrow, sorrow, sorrow.
And the other one died of sorrow.
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Lady Annie was buried in St. Rebecca's Church yard,
Lord Lovell was buried in the choir,
And out of her grave grew a pretty red rose.
And out of her lover's a briar, briar, briar.
And out of her lover's a briar.
They grew and they grew to the church steeple top,
And could not grow any higher,
And they twinkled and twined in a true lover's knot,
For all young lovers to admire, admire, admire,
For all young lovers to admire.
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AN INVOCATION
Josephine Wayts
muse that guided Wordsworth's pen,
Assist this pen of mine:
1 am compelled to write a pome,
And can not write a line.
Sir Grainger says that poetry's good.
And poetry we must write,
E'en though it drives us wild by day,
And robs our sleep by night.
A drama floors me at the start;
I can not write a song;
I dare not try a narrative
For fear 'twould be too long.
muse that guided Wordsworth's pen.
Assist my pen this once;
1 am compelled to write a pome,
And can not make a rhyme.
A Word Concerning the Training School Schedule.—
Teacher—Frank, why didn't you study your lesson?
Frank—Oh, I can't study when Reading doesn't come
the same period any two days in succession.
Training School Teacher (trying industriously to teach
transitive and intransitive verbs to her pupils)—Frank,
what kind of verb is this in this sentence, "The boy flies
the kite?"
Frank—Adverb
,
V-r-g-n-a B-r-n-tt—^What is Billy Sunday?
K-y-1- T-h-m-s—He is either a man or a soda-water,
I don't know which.
ADVERTISEMENTS
The Conservatory of Music
Begs to announce that the
Spring Term
opens
January the 28th
Beginners are especially desired and will
he given careful training by a Specialist.
JUST A MERE LIKENESS IS NOT SUF-
FICIENT IN PHOTOGRAPHIC
PORTRAITURE
There must be CHARACTER shown, or
in other words—Art, Originality and Life.
Just that is my "calling"
—
Original Ideas in Artistic
Portrait Photography
You are always welcome in my studio to inspect
the work, and will not be asked to buy.
MATHEWSON
Successor to
H. H. HUNT
Farmvillc, Virginia
ADVERTISEMENTS
School and Auditorium
Furniture and Supplies
Portable and Opera Chairs
School Desks, Blackboards
Old Dominion Patent Heating
and Ventilating Systems
Bookcases, Ladies' Desks and Chairs
Maps, Globes, Charts
Water Coolers, Window Shades, Etc., Etc.
WRITE FOR CATALOGUE
GEO. RICHARDSON & CO.
Successors to Richardson & Davidson Co.
Dealers in
Staple and Fancy Groceries
Dry Goods, Boots
and Shoes
All Kinds of Lumber for Building
Purposes, Also Plow Handles
Farmville Manufacturing Co.
FARMVILLE, VIRGINIA
ADVERTISEMENTS
AreYou Hungry, Girls?
If so, it is your own fault, because D. W. Gilliam's store
is just across the street, supplied with all kinds
of good things
D. W. GILLIAM
VIRGINIA CAFE
BEST
Place in Town for Ladies
Kind of Drinks at Our Fountain
Things to Eat They is
Attention to Normal School Girls
W. T. DOYNK
FUNERAL DIRECTOR
AND FURNITURE DEALER
Full line of FURNITURE, PICTURES
GRAPHOPHONE RECORDS, &c.
TRY ME BEFORE BUYING ELSEWHERE
ILLUSTRATED BOOKS
BY HELEN A. CLARKE
Written for Lovers of Literature and of Travel
The Poet's New England—8 vo. Dlustrated. Cloth. Boxed , . $2.50 Net
Hawthorne's Country—8 vo. 24 illustrations. Cloth. Boxed . . . $2-50 Net
Longfellow's Country—8 vo. 32 illustrations. Cloth. Boxed . . $2.50 Net
Ancient Myths in Modern Ports—8 vo. 12 illustrations. Cloth. Boxed, $2.00 Net
A Guide to Mythology—12 mo. Illustrated. Cloth $1.25 Net
Browning's Italy—8 vo. Illustrated. Cloth. Boxed $2.00 Net
Browning's England—8 vo. Illustrated. Cloth. Boxed $2.00 Net
AT ALL BOOK STORES
THE BAKER & TAYLOR COMPANY
Wholesale Dealers in the Books of all Publishers
3S-87 East 17th Street, NEW YORK CITY Union Square North
ADVER TISEMENTS
College Work Our Specialty
'
'A Man Without a Hobby is Like
A Man Without a Home"
eOUR HOBBY is the intelligent handling of
College Annuals, Magazines, Catalogs and
JLI Elustrated Booklets. We are thoroughly
conversant with the special requirements of College
Work, have an experienced organization and
modern equipment. It will be to your advantage to
let us handle your next order.
Dulaney-Boatwright Co., Inc.
Printers—Binders— Designers—Erigravers
Lynchburg, Virginia
BUSY?
Of course we are busy. The
new autumn and winter
"Queen Quality'' styles have
just come in. They're attract-
ing the women of Farmville
and vicinity to our store in
shoals. Better drop in early
today, if possible, to get your
new fall styles while our as-
sortment of these smart de-
signs is at its best.
RICHARDSON
& CRALLE
^/yo£
ADVERTISEMENTS
inC wiyiifBULM the world's best in vocal and
instrumental music, by the world's greatest artists. Noth-
ing can give you so much real pleasure for so small an ex-
pense. Very interesting and instructive. Catalogs free.
Please write for same. Victrolas,$10 to $200 Special terms.
J. B. OGDEN
210 Eighth Street -:- LYNCHBURG, VA.
L. C. MARTIN
Commercial Printer
Perforating Staple Binding
High-Grade Work Lowest Prices
PROMPT SERVICE
Phone i6o -:- -:- -:- Farmville, Va.
DR. P. W. BECKHAM
DHNXIST
Office Over White Drug Co. Farmville, Va.
DR. M. POWELL TYNES
DENTIST
*
Phone 251 8.30 to 1 p. m. 2 to 5.30 p. m.
Office Over Peoples Bank FARMVILLE, VA.
ADVERTISEMENTS
ALL OB' THE GIRLS KNOW US
BECAUSE WE ARE KNOWN TO PLEASE
The MISSES DAVIDSON
Carry your shoes to the
—
ELECTRIC SHOE SHOP
Where they use the BEST Leather and work-
manship ===============Z=======^^^===========l
We can fix them while you wait
The Peoples National Bank
FARMVILLE, VA.
Capital - - . $50,000.00
"We respectfully solicit accounts from the
Faculty and Students of the State Normal
School j)i Ji Jt, jt j^ j^
G. M. ROBESON, President J. L. BUGG, Cashier
E. T. BONDURANT, Vice-President J. W. HUBBARD, Asst. Cashier
ADVERTISEMENTS
GO TO
Garland & Mcintosh
For Toilet Articles
Kodaks, Films and Supplies
Monogram Literary Paper
The Best $i Fountain Pen Made
Visiting Cards Engraved
You will find WHAT YOU WANT HERE
N. B. DAVIDSON'S
Is THE place for Normal School Girls
It is THE place to buy
New styles are Never lacking
And prices are Never high
R.W.GARNETT&CO.
CLOTHING
MILLINERY
Dry Goods, Notions and Shoes
FARMVILLE, - VIRGINIA
ADVERTISEMENTS
Colonial Shoes for Women
ARE FAMOUS
NO MORE 32.50 J^Q LESS
Evening Slippers, all shades, the $4 and $6 kind,
$2.50. Mail orders filled promptly.
COLONIAL SHOE SHOP
209 N. 6th Street Richmond, Va.
BARROW COAL CO.
Dealers in Raven Red Ash, Splint
Pocahontas and Virginia City Coal
Anthracite All Sizes.
FARMVILLE - - - VIRGINIA
Dyeing, Cleaning, Pressing
Repairing and Special
Laundry
MRS. LULA B. COLES
502 Main Street .•. Farmville, Virginia
PLEASE GIVE ME A CALL
The Farmville Herald
Is the best advertising medium in Southside
Virginia. ^The job printing department is the
most complete of any outside the cities.
^Your patronage is respectfully solicited.
ADVERTISEMENTS
Patronize Your Advertisers
BUY OFUS
OLIVES
PICKLES
CANNED GOODS
CAKES AND CRACKERS
FRUITS
Hot Peanuts all the time
All kinds of Shelled Nuts
ChaSo Bugg & Son
THE PURE FOOD STORE
R. A. BALDWIN & SONS
QUALITY, PRICE and SERVICE STORE
V/e cater to the wants of the S. N. S. Girls
'Wefcarry at all times a complete and up-to-the-minute
stock of Dry Goods, Notions, Shoes, Ladies' Ready-to-
Wear, Fancy Goods, Corsets, Hosiery, Tailored Waists,
Middies, etc. We are agents for the World-famous
Dorothy Dodd and Smith's Sterling Shoes
Priced from $2.50 to $4.50
Agents for Warner's Guaranteed Rust-Proof Corsets, Buster
Brown and Quaker Maid Hosiery; agents for Butterick
Patterns—all patterns in stock. Lady clerks to serve ^-ou.
Bundles delivered promptly. If vou buv at
BALDWIN'S you get the BEST.
LADIES' COATS AND SUITS A SPECIALTY
BALDWIN'S DEPARTMENT STORE, = Farmville, Va.
ADVERTISEMENTS
Jewelry for the Normal Girl
....AT....
MARTIN'S
A nice selection always on
hand, suitable for all your
wants. Special attention given
orders for Class and Society
Pins, Medals, Rings, etc.
ESTIMATES GIVEN UPON REQUEST
William D. Martin
JEWELER AND OPTICIAN
317 Main Street Farmville, Va.
WHEN ROBIN HOODWANTED A PEN
For one of his rich prisoners to sign a cheque,
he singled out a wild goose from a flock going
overhead, and with a skillfully shot arrow laid
the bird at his feet. But you can't do this, and
the safest plan is to invest in one of our
FOUNTAIN PENS
and be ready for all emergencies. We are
agents for "WATERMAN'S IDEAL" and
"REMEX"—prices from $1 to $10.
Anybody will tell you that our line of Station-
ery, Toilet Articles, Bristle Goods, Perfumes,
Talcums, Manicure Sets is far and away ahead
of any of our competitors.
WE WANT YOUR TRADE
WHITE DRUG COMPANY
THS; LEADERS FOR FIFTY YEARS
ADVERTISEMENTS
Here Comes the Bride
Give us your order for your BRIDAL BOUQUET.
We can furnish you with all kinds of Flowers and
Ferns at reasonable prices. Don't miss us.
A. T. Gray Drug Co.
FARMVILLE, VIRGINIA
^ A full line of Perfumes, Toilet Articles and everything
necessary for the requirements of the most fastidious in this
line. 1[ Hot and Cold Drinks served at our fountain.
^ Registered Druggist always in charge of Prescription
Department.
W. J. Hlllsman & Co.
Dry Goods, Notions and Dealers in Ladies'
Ready-to-Wear Garments
Ladies' Fine Shoes a Specialty
r "REGAL," "The Shoe that Proves"
Agencies^ 'THE AMERICAN LADY," and
( UNION SHOE COMPANY
The teachers and scholars of the school are invited to
inspect our hnes.
W. J. Hlllsman & Co.
ADVERTISEMENTS
L. J. Verser & Son
Carry a "Dependable Line" in
Dry Goods, Notions
and Ladies' Shoes
"ONYX MAKE" Silk and Lisle Hosiery
Distributing Agents for "Douald's Toilet
Preparations," a line that is absolutely guar-
anteed. Make a purchase and get one of the
Art Pictures free. We also give coupons
with each cash purchase, which are exchange-
able for premiums of equal value.
Lynchburg Manufacturing Co.
LYNCHBURG, VIRGINIA
Makers of High-Grade
Pennants, Pillows and Banners
ASK FOR OUR GOODS : THEY PLEASE
Anderson Drug Company
NEW CATALOGUE daily, weekly or monthly. The
goods you want most and want to get right away, are
the goods you see advertised when you pick up a paper,
monthly magazine or weekly. These periodicals really
serve as our catalogues, because, if you see it ad\-ertised
"we have it," and will sell it to you for less than you can
order it. Besides, you don't want to "order"—you want it
now. The very next time you see something advertised
you want, come into our store and see if we have it.
The Drug Store on the Corner FARMVILLE, VA.
ADVERTISEMENTS
THE
Planters Bank of Farmville
FARMVILLE, VA.
Capital and Surplus, $100,000
City and County Depository
Nearly a half century of experience enables this Bank to offer a ser-
vice and security that is unexcelled
WALTER SCOTT, Cashier
Ladies' Gymnasium Suits and
Athletic Apparel
Endorsed and used by the leading physical edu-
cators; made under conditions approved
by Consumers' League
SEND FOE OUR CATALOG
Columbia Gymnasium Suit Company
301 Congress Street BOSTON, MASS.
ADVERTISEMENTS
C. E. CHAPPELL COMPANY
DEALERS IN
Confectioneries
Fruits
Blank Books
Stationery
AGENCY FOR
HUYLER'S CANDY
AND SHEPHERD'S CREAM
BOOKS! BOOKS!! BOOKS!!!
pOOKS of all kinds. For the Class Room, the Home
Circle, the Farm, the Pupil, the Teacher. Books
on Methods of Education a Specialty :: :: ::
The MacMillan Company
PUBLISHERS - NEW YORK
Representative, W. S. GOOCH, University, Virginia
A. H. PETTING
MANUFACTURER OP
GREEK LETTER
FRATERNITY JEWELRY
213 N. Liberty St. Baltimore, Md.
Factory 212 Little Sharp Street
ADVERTISEMENTS
State Female Normal School
FARMVILLE, VIRGINIA
Splendidly Equipped for the Training
of Teachers
A Training School consisting of a Kindergarten and
Eight Grades.
Every Graduate is an Experienced Teacher when she
receives her Diploma.
Courses
:
FOUR-YEAR ACADEMIC COURSE
TWO-YEAR PROFESSIONAL COURSE
(Based on High School Graduation)
TWO-YEAR KINDERGARTEN COURSE
ELEMENTARY COURSE
The leading Universities, Colleges, and Normal Schools
of the country are represented in the Faculty, and each
Instructor has had special training for the work of his
Department.
For information concerning State Scholarships, and
details of the work offered, address
J. L. JARMAN, President
Farmvilla, Va.
ADVERTISEMENTS
Established 1872 Excelled by None
E. A. WRIGHT
ENGRAVER PRINTER STATIONER
Commencement Invitations
Dance Invitations
Programs, Menus
Fraternity Inserts, Stationery
Class Pins, Visiting Cards
Wedding Announcements
and Invitations
Photo Engraving and
Half Tone Work
Photogravure
Lithographing
1108 Chestnut Street : Philadelphia
Paulett Crockery Co.
The ''Sta-Kleen*' Store
We ship all bills over $3.00 to any place
in the State
A Specialty of Bridal Presents
Fresh Candies, Cakes and Fruits
SCHOOL STATIONERY A SPECIALTY
You will always find at
0- S- BLUE'S 600 HIGH STREET
PHONE 187 -:- FARMVILLE, VA.
ADVERTISEMENTS
Normal School Supplies
Make WADE'S Your Headquarters
DEALER IN
CONFECTIONERIES, FRUITS, STATIONERY
CANNED GOODS, OLIVES, PICKLES ....
HOT AND COLD
FOUNTAIN DRINKS
Waiting to serve you
A. V. VvADE
DR. B. E. HAMLET and DR. J. H. COCKS
DENTISTS
Office over
^^^WS^M^ir Office Hours:
Bugg's Pure Food Store
^SSmK* 8.30 to 5.30
PHONE 197 ^VYV
B. D. SMIXH & BROS.
PRINTERSw
PUIvASKI, VIRGINIA
ADVERTISEMENTS
IF SEEKING ADVICE
—ON-
The Latest and Most Up-to-Date
MILLINERY IDEAS
—CALL ON—
Miss Clara Wesler
io6 1-2 Third Street
A FULL LINE OF THE MOST STYLISH
HATS ALWAYS ON EXHIBITION
Kodaks and Kodak Supplies
Special Attention to Kodak Finishing
WE DEVELOP YOUR FILMS FREE
MAIL US YOUR ORDERS
William Freeman, Bookseller and Stationer
304-306 Main Street NORFOLK, VA.
MRS. L. L. KEISTER
DEALER IN
Dry Goods, Notions, Fancy Goods
AND LADIES' GOODS GENERALLY
Farmville _ . - Virginia

